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Key Points:9

• We estimate and relate interseismic coupling areas on global subduction zones to10

potential earthquake magnitudes.11

• We use estimated slip deficit rates to define recurrence intervals for potential earth-12

quakes.13

• Globally, regions of 50 percent coupling are consistent with 6 magnitude 9 or greater14

earthquakes.15
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Abstract16

The past 100 years have seen the occurrence of five MW � 9 earthquakes and 94 MW �17

8 earthquakes. Here we assess the potential for future great earthquakes using inferences18

of interseismic subduction zone coupling from a global block model incorporating both19

tectonic plate motions and earthquake cycle e↵ects. Interseismic earthquake cycle e↵ects20

are represented using a first-order quasistatic elastic approximation and include ⇠ 10721

km2 of interacting fault system area across the globe. We use estimated spatial varia-22

tions in decadal-duration coupling at 15 subduction zones and the Himalayan range front23

to estimate the locations and magnitudes of potential seismic events using empirical scal-24

ing relationships relating rupture area to moment magnitude. As threshold coupling val-25

ues increase, estimates of potential earthquake magnitudes decrease, but the total num-26

ber of large earthquakes varies non-monotonically. These rupture scenarios include as27

many as 14 recent or potential MW � 9 earthquakes globally and up to 18 distinct MW �28

7 events associated with a single subduction zone (South America). We also combine es-29

timated slip deficit rates and potential event magnitudes to calculate recurrence inter-30

vals for large earthquake scenarios, finding that almost all potential earthquakes have31

a recurrence time of less than 1,000 years.32

Plain-language summary33

Earthquake forecasting is a fundamental goal of earth science. Forecasts are often34

based on patterns of past earthquakes in space and time but can be augmented with in-35

formation from global positioning system (GPS) measurements of how Earth’s surface36

moves in response to plate tectonic processes. In this study, we use results from a tec-37

tonic and earthquake cycle model based on GPS measurements to identify the locations38

and magnitudes of potential earthquakes on 16 of the world’s largest faults. Along these39

faults, two tectonic plates are coupled, or stuck together, to varying degrees: on some40

portions, the two plates slide freely past each other, and in other regions, the two plates41

are stuck, so the nearby portions of the plates themselves undergo distortion, which can42

be tracked using GPS. Studies of recent earthquakes suggest that the region of the fault43

that was stuck together prior to the earthquake is where the slip took place. With this44

in mind, we use a model of global fault coupling to find regions where additional great45

earthquakes may occur. We suggest that nearly all of the world’s subduction zones, as46
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well as the fault beneath the Himalayas, could produce a magnitude 9 or greater earth-47

quake.48
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1 Introduction49

Forecasting the occurrence of potential seismicity is a fundamental goal of earth-50

quake science. In addition to providing an outlook on future earthquake activity, fore-51

casts provide context for the interpretation of past seismicity, fault geometry, and present-52

day deformation rates. Geological and historical records provide estimates of earthquake53

activity including the sizes and recurrence intervals of large events. For example, since54

1900, five magnitude �9.0 and 94 magnitude �8.0 earthquakes have occurred across the55

globe (USGS Earthquake Catalog Search, 2021).56

At global scales, potential seismicity has been estimated in at least two modern ways.57

The first uses interseismic strain rates derived from geodetic velocities to produce esti-58

mated rates of potential shallow seismicity (Bird et al., 2010, 2015; Kreemer et al., 2014).59

A second approach has been to analyze models of three-dimensional fault morphology60

(Basili et al., 2008; Hayes et al., 2012, 2018; Plesch et al., 2007) to place constraints on61

the total fault area available for earthquakes to rupture across, and to assess the planarity62

of potential rupture surfaces to better understand the location of geometric barriers to63

great earthquake propagation (Plescia & Hayes, 2020).64

Block models can also be used to interpret interseismic geodetic data to provide65

constraints on fault slip rates and the spatial distribution of fault coupling (McCa↵rey,66

2002; Meade & Loveless, 2009), and in turn, the spatial extent of interseismic coupling67

may identify potential earthquake ruptures (Loveless & Meade, 2015). Here we make such68

identifications using results from a global block model (GBM) (Graham et al., 2018) that69

links GPS data to fault geometry models by estimating interseismic coupling across 7.5⇥70

106 km2 of dipping fault system comprising 15 subduction zones and the Himalayan Range71

Front. This approach augments previous GPS-based approaches with the addition of a72

physics-based model for interseismic fault system activity and supplements fault system73

morphology approaches with geodetically informed coupling distributions. At a concep-74

tual level, it is essentially an extension of the seismic gap hypothesis (McCann et al., 1979),75

adding geodetically derived information about the degree of coupling on a particular gap.76

This approach also provides a means to complement the paleoseismic record by provid-77

ing an observation-driven approach for constraining potential earthquake sizes even in78

regions where we do not have detailed or representative geological records (e.g., Hough,79

2013).80
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Geodetically constrained estimates of interseismic subduction zone coupling have81

been used to retroactively map the rupture areas of the MW = 9.0 � 9.1 Tohoku-oki,82

Japan (Hashimoto et al., 2009; Loveless & Meade, 2010, 2011), MW = 8.8 Maule, Chile83

(Moreno et al., 2010), and MW = 7.6 Nicoya, Costa Rica (Protti et al., 2014) earth-84

quakes. In these cases, regions of the subduction zone that ruptured coseismically were85

identified as partially to strongly coupled prior to the events. However, whether there86

is a critical coupling level that may serve as a barrier to rupture propagation is unclear.87

For the Tohoku-oki earthquake, a region of the Japan subduction zone bounded by an88

interseismic coupling threshold of 0.3 (where interseismic slip deficit was accumulating89

at 0.3 of the plate convergence rate) approximated the limits of the coseismic rupture90

(Loveless & Meade, 2011). For the Maule and Nicoya earthquakes, coupling thresholds91

of 0.8 and 0.5, respectively, may have e↵ectively represented the spatial limits of the co-92

seismic rupture (Moreno et al., 2010; Protti et al., 2014). The challenge of assessing any93

such correlation is exacerbated by disparities in inverse problem parameterization and94

regularization from study to study. For example, di↵erent choices in smoothing regular-95

ization and a priori distribution of aseismic slip may lead to distinct estimates of inter-96

seismic coupling and coseismic slip distributions even if the same data are used (Loveless97

& Meade, 2011).98

The interpretation of apparent interseismic coupling is not without ambiguity. The99

coupled regions estimated in the GBM are represented as spatially continuous, at least100

at length scales >50 km. This is not an assertion of physical continuity of partial cou-101

pling but rather an e↵ective numerical parameterization that reflects the number and102

location of available geodetic observations and geometric representation of fault inter-103

faces. Variations in coupling at much shorter length scales (e.g., Lay et al., 2012) may104

be below the level of current geodetic resolution given their depth and the attenuation105

of signals through the elastic crust, and/or alternative estimation methods may need to106

be developed to estimate such small variations. At the level of e↵ective kinematic util-107

ity there are at least two perspectives that may guide the interpretation of inferred cou-108

pling regions. The first is that based on the idea that these contemporary estimates may109

be validated by their consistency with rupture areas of earthquakes from the historical110

or geologic records. In this sense, geodetically inferred coupling distributions are seen111

as possible representations of earthquakes that are characteristic in nature (Sieh, 1996).112

A second interpretation is that geodetically inferred coupling distributions represent a113
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snapshot of time-varying fault coupling that may, or may not, be spatially consistent with114

rupture areas of past events. In this view, present-day behavior may be best connected115

to the rupture areas of future seismic events. While here we assume that contemporary116

coupling distributions are representative of average behavior over an earthquake cycle,117

estimates of short-term (sub-decadal) fluctuations in subduction zone coupling (e.g., Nishimura118

et al., 2004; Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Loveless et al., 2016) provide evidence that static119

coupling distributions may only be approximations. Finally, an intermediate concept may120

unify these interpretations, with contemporary coupling seen as reflecting long-term sta-121

bility in fault rheology that governs the distribution of the largest earthquakes, with some122

superposition of shorter-term, shorter-wavelength variations in fault behavior that may123

influence the distribution of pending earthquakes.124

2 Geodetic constraints on potential earthquake sizes125

We develop potential earthquake scenarios from interseismic coupling distributions126

derived from a global block model (GBM) (Graham et al., 2018). While these inferences127

of coupling may di↵er from prior geodetically constrained coupling estimates, this sin-128

gle source provides consistency across subduction zones and considers intermediate and129

far-field elastic interactions. Further, the inferred plate motions and fault slip rates are130

all kinematically consistent with each other, eliminating another potential source of model-131

to-model discrepancies. Taken together, this uniform set of interseismic subduction zone132

coupling estimates forms the basis for calculating potential earthquake sizes across sub-133

duction zones globally.134

The GBM approach used here follows the classical quasi-static block model formu-135

lation (McCa↵rey, 2002; Meade & Loveless, 2009; Murray & Segall, 2001), which assumes136

that nominally interseismic GPS velocities arise from the combined contributions of plate137

(block) rotations and a first-order representation of earthquake cycle activity. That ap-138

proximation posits that, during the nominally interseismic phase of the earthquake cy-139

cle, faults slip to a limited extent, allowing accumulation of slip deficit. In the GBM, con-140

sisting of 307 plates bounded by 446,870 km of fault length (Graham et al., 2018), we141

have assumed that most faults are fully coupled during the interseismic period, accumu-142

lating slip deficit at the relative block motion rate, and that 16 subduction zones may143

have spatially variable coupling. Each of these interfaces is represented as a mesh of tri-144

angular dislocation elements (TDEs), constructed using the open-source meshing pro-145
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gram Gmsh (Geuzaine & Remacle, 2009) with fault geometries expressed as depth con-146

tours derived from geophysical constraints. Nine of the subduction interface geometries147

incorporated into the GBM are based on the Slab1.0 model (Hayes et al., 2012) and the148

remaining seven are based on the following sources: Mexico/Central America-combination149

of (Radiguet et al., 2012) in Mexico and Slab1.0 in Central America; New Zealand (Wallace150

& Beavan, 2010a); Japan/Nankai/Sagami (Loveless & Meade, 2010) and references therein;151

Himalaya (Hubbard et al., 2016); and Caribbean (Symithe et al., 2015). For each TDE152

in the GBM, we estimate a slip deficit rate in the strike-parallel and dip-parallel direc-153

tions, and we define coupling on each element as the slip deficit rate normalized by the154

relative block motion rate projected onto the element’s geometry (Figure 1).155

To determine potential rupture areas on each fault mesh, we find all TDEs with156

estimated coupling above a chosen threshold (e.g., �0.5 coupling, where the estimated157

slip deficit rate is half of the relative plate motion rate). This yields a subset of mesh158

elements that may or may not be connected to one another. Selected subsets group into159

a relatively small number ( 18) of clusters across each interface, which we interpret160

as defining rupture areas for potential earthquakes at that coupling level. Element clus-161

ters may be contiguous because of the physics underlying coupling patterns and/or as162

a result of the smoothing regularization used in estimating slip deficit rates.163

Coupling cluster area, A, is related to potential earthquake moment magnitude,164

MW, through an empirical scaling relationship previously developed for subduction zone165

earthquakes (Allen & Hayes, 2017): log10 A = �3.63+0.96MW. We chose this scaling166

law for consistency with related global earthquake hazard assessment though others may167

be viable as well (Murotani et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2016). Allen and Hayes (2017) also168

presented an alternative set of two linear area-magnitude relationships, with a higher slope169

applying to earthquakes of MW  8.63 and a lower slope for events of MW > 8.63,170

but we chose to use their uniform area-magnitude scaling to estimate the coupling-based171

earthquakes, as it yields earthquakes of peak MW ⇠ 10, as opposed to MW � 12 pro-172

jected by the lower-slope variant.173

In addition to estimating potential earthquake rupture areas, we also calculate re-174

currence intervals using slip deficit rates constrained from the GBM. To do so, we con-175

vert the potential earthquake moment magnitude to seismic moment, M0, using the re-176

lationship M0 = 10(1.5MW�9.05), where the seismic moment is expressed in N·m (Hanks177
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& Kanamori, 1979). As seismic moment is defined as M0 = µAs (Aki, 1972), where µ178

is shear modulus (taken here to be 30 GPa), A is total rupture area, and s is slip mag-179

nitude across the rupture area, we calculate the recurrence interval, r, of each potential180

earthquake as r = M0/µAṡ, where Aṡ is the sum of products of area and slip deficit181

rate across the triangular elements in the coupled cluster.182

We apply these magnitude and recurrence interval calculations to each subduction183

zone interface to develop a suite of rupture scenarios (Figures 2; S1–S8) based on spa-184

tial patterns of coupling that span weak (�0.1; 0 coupling means free slip) to strong (�0.9;185

coupling of 1 means slip deficit equal to relative plate motion). In general, weak coupling186

rupture scenarios feature large area, high magnitude potential earthquakes, which be-187

come smaller in area and magnitude, and in many cases are segmented into multiple events,188

at higher coupling thresholds (Figure 3). At the same time, projected recurrence inter-189

vals decrease with increasing coupling threshold, principally because higher coupling cor-190

responds to faster slip deficit rates, which appear in the denominator of the recurrence191

interval calculation. As a result, even though the lowest coupling increments outline the192

largest potential earthquakes, rupture scenarios suggested by higher coupling thresholds193

may be considered more hazardous, because the proposed magnitudes are still large and194

recurrence intervals are shorter.195

Throughout, we use the term “potential earthquakes” to refer to those that may196

rupture spatially contiguous regions inferred from the GBM constrained by geodetic ob-197

servations of nominally interseismic surface motions. In reality, several of what we call198

potential earthquakes have already occurred, postdating the start date of constraining199

geodetic observations. These earthquakes include the 2005 Nias (Sumatra), 2007 Suma-200

tra, 2010 Maule (Chile), 2011 Tohoku-oki (Japan), 2012 Nicoya (Costa Rica), 2014 Iquique201

(Chile), and 2015 Illapel (Chile) events. Though we combine discussion of recent events202

with future earthquake scenarios, their occurrence in many cases is consistent with our203

methodology in that the rupture areas coincide with regions of spatially contiguous cou-204

pling.205
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3 A survey of potential earthquakes scenarios by region206

3.1 Aegean207

Geodetically constrained estimates of interseismic coupling along the Aegean plate208

boundary (Hellenic Trench) are few due to the sparsity of GPS (Cocard et al., 1999; Mc-209

Clusky et al., 2000; Reilinger et al., 2010), relatively low convergence rates (⇠ 30 mm/yr,210

which leads to a relatively low signal to noise ratio), and a focus on regional tectonics211

rather than earthquake cycle processes. Coupling estimates at the Aegean subduction212

zone have been inferred to be  0.2 in the vicinity of Crete, which hosts a majority of213

the near-trench GPS stations in the region (Reilinger et al., 2010; Vernant et al., 2014).214

GBM coupling estimates (Figure 4; focused on the Hellenic trench splay fault) along the215

length of Crete and north towards the Peloponnese are similarly low ( 0.3) covering216

a region consistent with a MW < 7.2 event. However, to the east of Crete and south217

of the Dodecanese, we infer an obliquely slipping area coupled at � 0.8 with a poten-218

tial rupture area consistent with MW > 8.0 events recurring every 143–267 years. Sim-219

ilarly, to the west of the Peloponnese we infer a region of intermediate coupling ( 0.6)220

over a contiguous area consistent with MW > 7.0 events that recur every 110–319 years.221

3.2 Alaska and the Aleutians222

The greater Alaska subduction zone was home to the 1964 MW = 9.2 earthquake223

that ruptured an area along the trench from 145�W–155�W. Previous block models have224

been developed to assess the consistency of GPS velocities with prior constraints on spa-225

tially variable subduction zone coupling (Elliott & Freymueller, 2020). These models are226

consistent with pervasive near-trench creep near 156�W, increasing to fully coupled at227

152�W before becoming highly heterogeneous near 146�, with the transition between strong228

and weak coupling approximately collocated with the boundary between the great 1964229

earthquake and the MW = 8.2 earthquake in 1938. West of the 1938 earthquake and230

the creeping Shumagin gap, the Aleutian arc may have ruptured entirely in a series of231

earthquakes over a 70-year long interval (1946, 1957, 1965, 1986, 1996, and 2003). The232

GBM indicates relatively high near-trench interseismic coupling for the Alaska subduc-233

tion zone (Figure 5), extending from 146�W to 155�W for a coupling coe�cient of 0.9,234

similar to the rupture area of the 1964 earthquake, and expanding monotonically west-235

ward to 164�W for coupling coe�cients down to 0.1, which also encompasses the 1938236
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earthquake region. E↵ectively coupled regions map into single MW � 9.0 potential earth-237

quakes for all coupling coe�cients with a second MW = 8.0 earthquake centered at 164�W238

for the 0.2 coupling coe�cient case. Estimated recurrence intervals for the MW � 9.0239

events decrease from 561 to 190 years with increasing coupling coe�cients. Across the240

Aleutians Islands west of 165�W, coupling is relatively poorly constrained due to sparse241

station coverage but near-trench coupling is present along its entire along-strike length242

at coupling coe�cient 0.4 (Figure 6), consistent with a contiguous sequence of coseis-243

mic ruptures (Freymueller et al., 2013). At higher thresholds, coupling is more spatially244

fragmented, consistent with multiple 7.7  MW  8.9 events, which may be interpreted245

as consistent with the alternating coupled and creeping patches identified by (Freymueller246

et al., 2013).247

3.3 Caribbean248

In the Caribbean, trench-normal subduction along the Lesser Antilles transitions249

to oblique convergence near Puerto Rico to strain partitioning between trench-normal250

convergence and plate boundary-parallel motion on the Septentrional and Enriquillo faults251

in Hispaniola. The GBM coupling estimates along the subduction zone are similar to those252

found by (Symithe et al., 2015) for both the Lesser Antilles portion of the arc and the253

northern portion of the margin adjacent to Puerto Rico and Hispaniola (Figure 7). How-254

ever, we estimate higher coupling across the Lesser Antilles and an additional low cou-255

pling patch to the north of Puerto Rico. The coupling-based rupture areas along the North-256

ern Hispaniola fault and the Puerto Rico Trench correlate well with historical events for257

both locations in 1946–1948, 1956, and 2003, and in 1787 and 1943, respectively (Manaker258

et al., 2008). Magnitudes ranging from 7.0–8.1 during the 1943–1953 earthquake sequence259

(Dolan et al., 1998) are consistent with GBM potential magnitude estimates. While the260

up-dip area of coupling o↵shore the Lesser Antilles is consistent with previous results,261

the trench is ⇠ 200 km away from island arc GPS stations. Prior work to assess the re-262

solving power of the local geodetic network suggested limits to the extent to which the263

depth of coupling could be determined (Symithe et al., 2015). GBM coupling estimates264

indicate that this region has the potential to produce magnitude MW = 8.2�8.7 earth-265

quakes depending on the coupling fraction, similar to the 1843 M=7.5–8.5 Lesser An-266

tilles earthquake (Bernard & Lambert, 1988; ten Brink et al., 2011; Sykes et al., 1982;267

Feuillet et al., 2011; Hough, 2013). While the coupled region in the Lesser Antilles is sim-268
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ilar to that in (Symithe et al., 2015), the GBM constrained recurrence interval is shorter269

due to the higher coupling fraction (2,000 vs. ⇠ 200��650 years).270

3.4 Cascadia271

The Cascadia subduction has remained unruptured by events larger than magni-272

tude 7.0 over the past ⇠ 321 years (Goldfinger et al., 2003). While representing only273

5% of this time interval, GPS data from the last 20 years have been interpreted as con-274

sistent with prior interseismic coupling. Most GPS-based interseismic coupling estimates275

(Burgette et al., 2009; Delano et al., 2017; McCa↵rey et al., 2000, 2007; Michel et al.,276

2019; Schmalzle et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2003; Yoshioka et al., 2005), with di↵ering sets277

of assumptions about the potential for spatial overlap between strong coupling and lock-278

ing, suggest > 50% interseismic coupling localized above 20–25 km, with some sugges-279

tion of ⇠ 10% at depths of 40–60 km depth (Yoshioka et al., 2005).280

The Cascadia model inferred with the GBM (Figure 8) exhibits both near surface281

coupling, common to most GPS studies, and a coupling region that extends beneath the282

Olympic Peninsula at all coupling thresholds 0.1–0.9. At coupling values  0.4 the cou-283

pling distribution also expands latitudinally at a depth ⇠ 40 km to both the north and284

south of the Olympic Peninsula. While not extending south of 45�N in spatial extent,285

this deep coupled region is grossly consistent with the northern extent of previously in-286

ferred the banded coupling region (McCa↵rey et al., 2000). The large contiguously cou-287

pled region near the trench maps to a MW = 8.7�9.3 earthquake with recurrence in-288

tervals of 239 to 899 years. At coupling coe�cients of 0.7–0.9, a smaller coupled patch289

emerges at the southernmost up-dip part of the fault with an area consistent with MW =290

7.8� 7.9 earthquakes occurring every ⇠90 years.291

Previous estimates of interseismic coupling distributions have been used to guide292

coseismic rupture scenarios that simulate potential great earthquakes on the subduction293

interface (Frankel et al., 2018; Wirth et al., 2018). In these scenarios, purported slip is294

restricted to the shallowest portion of the subduction fault, with negligible rupture be-295

neath ⇠ 30 km. This distribution of moment release is broadly consistent with GBM296

coupling estimates, with a notable exception beneath the Olympic Peninsula, where we297

infer coupling deeper than where the earthquake simulations place slip.298
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3.5 Himalaya299

Earthquake potential associated with the faults that underlie the Himalayan Range300

Front (HRF) has been of great interest because of high population density (Bilham et301

al., 2001) and enigmatic tectonics (England & Bilham, 2015; C. Wobus et al., 2005). Ge-302

ometrically there is a vast amount of fault area available to rupture in a large earthquake303

due to the extraordinarily shallow dips (4�) of the leading foreland faults (Avouac, 2003;304

Plescia & Hayes, 2020) as well as the possible seismic activity on more steeply dipping305

faults located within the topographic front (C. W. Wobus et al., 2003; C. Wobus et al.,306

2005). Understanding the spatial extent of interseismic coupling here is particularly im-307

portant because of the potential discrepancy between the historical record, which sug-308

gests 75% less moment release than would be anticipated over the past 200 years (Bilham309

et al., 2001), and the paleoseismic record, which has provided localized slip histories that310

have been interpreted with magnitude 9+ seismic events rupturing into Nepal (Lave et311

al., 2005) and Bhutan (Le Roux-Mallouf et al., 2020).312

The estimated HRF coupling distributions from the GBM are generally consistent313

with previous inferences or assumptions of HRF coupling: the shallowest 10–15 km of314

an approximated Main Frontal/Main Boundary thrust structure are coupled at 70–90%315

along most of the Himalayan arc (Ader et al., 2012; Bettinelli et al., 2006; Li et al., 2020;316

Ponraj et al., 2011; Stevens & Avouac, 2015; Yadav et al., 2019; Dal Zilio et al., 2020).317

The only significant along-strike decrease in estimated coupling occurs near 78�E, near318

where Dal Zilio et al. (2020) estimated a relatively high probability of low coupling. This319

spatially continuous estimate of HRF coupling yields a potential earthquake of MW =320

9.0�9.3 over coupling levels from 0.1–0.9 (Figure 9) with recurrence intervals ranging321

from 546–1088 years and the greatest decreases in down dip coupling occurring west of322

79�E longitude.323

3.6 Japan324

The four subduction zones along Japan’s Pacific coast — the Japan-Kuril Trench325

o↵shore Hokkaido and northern Honshu, the Sagami Trough beneath central Honshu,326

the Nankai Trough under southwest Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu, and the Ryukyu Trench327

spanning the sparse Ryukyu Islands from Kyushu to northern Taiwan — feature vary-328

ing areas, subduction rates and angles of obliquity, and physical properties. The long329
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historical record of earthquakes (e.g., Utsu, 2004) in Japan allows for a spatial compar-330

ison with estimated GBM coupling patterns.331

Loveless and Meade (2015) summarized potential rupture areas based on region-332

specific interseismic coupling estimates (Loveless & Meade, 2010, 2011), finding general333

agreement between regions of the Japan Trench, Sagami Trough, and Nankai Trough sub-334

duction zones coupled at �0.8 and historical to recent patterns of seismicity. One clear335

exception to this correspondence was the 2011 MW = 9.1 Tohoku-oki earthquake, which336

ruptured an area more consistent with the subduction interface estimated to be pre-seismically337

coupled at �0.3 of the convergence rate.338

The estimated coupling on the Japanese subduction zones from the GBM is gen-339

erally spatially smoother than in the local models (Loveless & Meade, 2010, 2011), and340

so coupling concentrations and, in turn, projected rupture areas are less distinct. For cou-341

pling ratios of 0.1–0.5, we estimate a single MW � 9.3 earthquake that spans the en-342

tire length of the Japan Trench (Figure 10), with greatest width o↵shore central Hon-343

shu and Hokkaido and reduced depth extent along northern Honshu (40�N). Recurrence344

intervals for this massive event are projected to be 257–399 years, substantially shorter345

than the ⇠ 600-year duration between the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake and previous346

great earthquakes on the section of the fault that it ruptured, which occurred in 1454347

and 869 (Satake, 2015). At coupling ratios �0.6, this single potential earthquake is split348

into multiple smaller yet still great earthquakes. For the regularization used in the GBM,349

the rupture scenario (a MW = 8.8 earthquake with recurrence interval of 141 years) cor-350

responding to coupling �0.6 is most similar to the along-strike extent of the 2011 Tohoku-351

oki earthquake.352

On the Nankai Trough subduction zone (Figure 11), we also find a single, very large353

earthquake (MW � 8.8) spanning nearly the entire length of the subduction zone for354

coupling ratios <0.9. Only at the highest coupling interval of �0.9 do we estimate mul-355

tiple events: one in the Tokai region, east of 135�E, and one beneath western Shikoku356

and the Bungo Channel between Shikoku and Kyushu. The Nankai interface has been357

proposed to rupture in variable styles across three sections: the Nankai, Tonankai, and358

Tokai regions (e.g., Ando, 1975; Kodaira et al., 2006). The most recent events were a pair359

of great earthquakes in 1944 on the Nankai segment (MW = 8.4) and in 1946 on the360

adjacent Tonankai segment (MW = 8.1), and historical records suggest a ⇠100–150 year361
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recurrence interval for prior great earthquakes along the trough (Ando, 1975), most com-362

parable to the 89 and 151-year recurrence intervals for the two great earthquakes of the363

0.9 coupling scenario.364

On the Sagami Trough (Figure 12), all coupling increments feature a single clus-365

ter, corresponding to a projected earthquake of 7.7  MW  8.2, with corresponding366

recurrence intervals of 100–321 years. A recent study of Sagami Trough earthquake his-367

tory (Ishibashi, 2020) suggests recurrence intervals of 140–270 years for events similar368

in magnitude to the most recent earthquake, the 1923 MW = 7.9 Kanto earthquake.369

3.7 Kamchatka370

The Kamchatka Peninsula lies between the westernmost Aleutians and the north-371

ernmost Kuril Islands and was home to the 6th largest recorded earthquake, the MW =372

9.0 Severo-Kurilsk earthquake of 1952. Estimated GBM coupling distributions at all thresh-373

olds show coupling extending downdip from the trench (Figure 13). In general, the downdip374

and lateral extents of coupling expand monotonically with decreasing coupling coe�cient375

as potential earthquake sizes grow from MW = 8.5 to MW = 9.0. Coupling is strongest376

o↵ the southern part of the peninsula, similar to the estimation of Bürgmann et al. (2005),377

but lacks a localized downdip highly coupled region at 52�N (Bürgmann et al., 2005),378

though this may stem in part from our assumption that the slip deficit rate decreases379

to zero at the downdip extent of the modeled fault geometry. The 1952 earthquake rup-380

tured the southern portion of the Kamchatka subduction interface, with other MW =381

7.8 to MW = 8.2 earthquakes in the 19th and 20th centuries taking place across rup-382

ture areas smaller than imaged by our smooth coupling distribution. For the single rup-383

ture area, we estimate a recurrence interval of 67–222 years, with the high end being sim-384

ilar to the 215 years between the 1952 earthquake and the preceding event of a similar385

magnitude, which occurred in 1737 (Johnson & Satake, 1999)386

3.8 Mexico and Central America387

The behavior of the subduction zone along the west coast of Mexico and Central388

America varies along-strike as the boundary transitions from Rivera-North America to389

Cocos-North America convergence in Mexico, to Cocos-Caribbean convergence from Guatemala390

to Costa Rica, and finally to Nazca-Caribbean convergence in Panama. The Rivera-North391
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America plate boundary is defined by steeper subduction than the adjacent Cocos plate.392

The 1995 MW = 8.0 Colima-Jalisco earthquake (Hutton et al., 2001) and earlier MW =393

8.2 and MW = 7.8 events in 1932 (Singh et al., 1985) approximately correspond to a394

MW = 7.4�7.9 event inferred from the GBM at 40–80% coupling with corresponding395

recurrence intervals of 53–118 years (Figure 14). Weaker coupling (0.1–0.3) spans the396

Rivera-Cocos boundary, but whether an earthquake rupture would propagate across the397

distinct plates remains to be seen. Strong coupling with along-strike variations charac-398

terizes the Cocos portion of the Mexico subduction zone with frequent (several per decade)399

MW = 7 earthquakes and many slow slip events (SSEs) (e.g., Correa-Mora et al., 2008;400

Radiguet et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2015; Rousset et al., 2017). Suárez et al. (1990) es-401

timate the region is capable of producing MW = 8 events. GBM coupling ratios �0.4402

patches could combine to produce a MW = 9 event or MW = 8 events if fewer poten-403

tial rupture areas are involved at any given time. The potential for a MW = 9 earth-404

quake is contingent on lateral extent as well as rupturing the portion of the plate inter-405

face that accumulates and releases strain as slow slip. Estimated recurrence intervals for406

MW � 9.4 range from 640–1005 years depending on extent and ⇠100–200 years for MW =407

8-class earthquakes. Coupling patches of � 0.7 correspond with historical earthquakes408

observed since 1900 (figure 14).409

Guatemala marks a transition from strong to weak coupling moving southeast along410

the coast to El Salvador (Ellis et al., 2015). MW = 7 � 8 events have ruptured most411

of this portion of the plate interface, potentially releasing 50% of plate motion, though412

seismic observations of these events are minimal (White et al., 2004). There were MW =413

7 earthquakes o↵ the coasts of Guatemala and El Salvador in 2012, the latter produc-414

ing a tsunami indicative of shallow rupture (Borrero et al., 2014; Geirsson et al., 2015).415

Low coupling on the plate interface o↵ the coast of El Salvador is correlated with lower416

historical seismicity since 1900 and strain partitioning on the crustal sliver fault that is417

near fully coupled (Correa-Mora et al., 2008). We estimate shallow coupling and rup-418

ture patches that correlate with historical seismicity at 40-60% coupling. At 30% cou-419

pling, again the possibility for linking rupture areas creates the potential for a MW �420

9.4 event. O↵ the coast of Guatemala coupling thresholds 0.4 and 0.5 have the poten-421

tial to produce a MW = 8.4 or 8.1 event with a recurrence interval of 152 or 93 years,422

respectively.423
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To the southeast of El Salvador and towards Nicaragua, a region of zero coupling424

transitions to a strongly coupled segment in the source region of the 1992 MW = 7.7425

Nicaragua earthquake (e.g., Kanamori & Kikuchi, 1993; Satake, 1994; Ihmlé, 1996). Strong426

coupling beneath the Nicoya Peninsula of Costa Rica is well documented (e.g., Feng et427

al., 2012; Kobayashi et al., 2014) and correlated with the eventual MW = 7.6 earthquake428

rupture in 2012 (e.g., Protti et al., 2014). Costa Rica is well known for slow slip events429

both up-dip and down-dip of the 2012 rupture area releasing 80–90% of the accumulated430

strain in these regions (Dixon et al., 2014). Coupling beneath the Osa and Burica penin-431

sulas of Costa Rica and Panama is correlated with subduction of the Cocos Ridge and432

three MW > 7 earthquakes since 1900 (Kobayashi et al., 2014). The GBM potential433

ruptures correlate well with the observed seismicity at coupling fractions of 0.4–0.7. Such434

earthquakes could occur every ⇠40–80 years (figure 14). We also find the potential for435

a mid to high MW = 8 earthquake at coupling fractions of 0.1–0.3 from southern Nicaragua436

through the Nicoya, Osa, and Burica peninsulas with a recurrence interval between 182437

and 331 years. This is consistent with a calculation by (Carvajal-Soto et al., 2020) of the438

potential for MW � 8 earthquakes in the region.439

3.9 New Zealand440

Along the Hikurangi subduction zone, the Pacific plate subducts obliquely beneath441

the North Island of New Zealand at rates of 20–60 mm/yr (Wallace et al., 2004). GBM442

estimates of interseismic coupling are generally consistent with those of Wallace, Barnes,443

et al. (2012) with deep and strong coupling in the south transitioning to shallower and444

weaker coupling in the north (Figure 15). The Hikurangi margin is known for its diverse445

SSEs, which indicate a range of strain release along the plate boundary. In the south,446

SSEs are deep (25–40 km depth), long-lasting (⇠1 year), and occur every ⇠5 years (Wallace447

& Beavan, 2006, 2010b). Along the central and northern portion of the margin, SSEs448

occur at shallower depths (<15 km), are shorter in duration (<1 month), and are more449

frequent (⇠1–2 year recurrence) (Wallace & Beavan, 2010a; Wallace, Beavan, et al., 2012).450

More recently, an SSE has been documented beneath the northern portion of the South451

Island following the 2016 Kaikōura earthquake (Wallace et al., 2018). Comparisons of452

moment accumulation rate between SSEs with average interseismic moment accumula-453

tion show that SSEs are an important part of strain release in New Zealand (Wallace454

& Beavan, 2010b). Based on paleoseismic observations, Wallace et al. (2014) suggest that455
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slow slip regions in New Zealand can also rupture during large coseismic events. For ex-456

ample, a shallow SSE in 2014 occurred on the part of the fault that ruptured in a tsunami-457

genic earthquake in 1947 (Wallace et al., 2016). With a larger fault area available for coses-458

imic rupture there exists a higher potential for great earthquakes.459

With a historical record of less than 170 years, the seismic potential of this mar-460

gin is not well known. The largest recorded subduction earthquakes were two MW =461

7 events in 1947 along the northern end of the Hikurangi margin (Webb & Anderson,462

1998; Doser & Webb, 2003). However, geodetic and paleoseismic data suggest that earth-463

quakes MW � 8 are possible (Wallace et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2019) and the GBM es-464

timates are consistent with this (Figure 15). At coupling intervals between 0.2 and 0.9465

we estimate a MW � 8.5 event with the rupture in the southern part of the margin and466

recurrence intervals that vary from 500–1,000 years. These results are consistent with467

geodetic estimates of rupture magnitude and recurrence by Wallace and Beavan (2010b).468

The MW = 7 1947 earthquakes in the northern part of the margin are consistent with469

a rupture area at the 0.2 coupling interval with an estimated recurrence interval of 265470

years. Whole-margin rupture, capable of producing a MW = 9 event, is predicted at471

a coupling ratio of 0.1 with an estimated recurrence interval of ⇠1350 years (Figure 15).472

Using Holocene coseismic coastal deformation and tsunami deposits, Clark et al. (2019)473

found the strongest evidence for whole margin rupture occurred 870–815 years BP where474

the southern and central portions of the margin show significant vertical coastal defor-475

mation and tsunami runups ⇠9 m in the north. Earthquakes that occurred 3930–3780476

and 1355–1300 years BP may also have ruptured the whole margin but there is less com-477

pelling evidence than for the 870–815 years BP event (Clark et al., 2019). Wallace et al.478

(2014) also found widespread evidence for whole-margin coseismic rupture 7100 years479

BP and note that it likely also included rupture of upper plate faults. Based on obser-480

vations of Holocene coseismic uplift at multiple sites, Wallace et al. (2014) estimated a481

recurrence interval of 1,000–1,500 years for great earthquakes along the Hikurangi sub-482

duction zone. Paleoseismic evidence is thus consistent with GBM modeling estimates of483

a whole-margin rupture and the potential for great MW = 9 earthquakes in New Zealand.484

3.10 South America485

Great earthquakes along the South American (Andean) subduction zone have been486

documented over the past several centuries on the basis of historical damage assessments487
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(Beck et al., 1998; Comte & Pardo, 1991; Kelleher, 1972) and contemporary geophys-488

ical observations, and the purported rupture areas of these events show correlation with489

regions we estimate to be partially to strongly coupled. Along the northern Andean sub-490

duction interface, beneath Ecuador and Colombia, there has been variable rupture be-491

havior over the past ⇠100 years. In 1906, a magnitude 8.6 earthquake struck, followed492

in the subsequent decades by smaller events (1942, magnitude 8.3 and 1958, magnitude493

7.9) within the same rupture area (Kelleher, 1972). This spatial pattern mimics that of494

the estimated coupling (Figure 16), with the coupling threshold of � 0.3 spanning the495

1906 rupture area and patches of coupling � 0.6 coinciding with the two smaller events496

at latitudes ⇠ 2�S and 3�N. Between about 4�S and 12�S, there are no regions coupled497

� 0.3, which is consistent with a spatial gap in the historical record of large earthquakes498

from central Ecuador to central Peru. Both coupling and past earthquake activity re-499

sume around the latitude of the subduction of the Nazca Ridge, around 13�S.500

The subduction zone o↵shore southern Peru has broken in a series of historical earth-501

quakes dating back to the 1500s (Comte & Pardo, 1991). Major M>8.5 events spanning502

⇠ 16 � 18� occurred in 1604, 1784, and 1868, while multiple smaller (M>7.8) earth-503

quakes jointly ruptured this stretch of subduction zone in the late 17th to early 18th cen-504

turies, together defining a roughly 100-year recurrence interval for this segment over at505

least the past 500 years (Comte & Pardo, 1991). This segment is spatially consistent with506

the northwestern end of the massive region of 0.3–0.5 coupling but inconsistent with stronger507

coupling values (Figure 16). The most recent great earthquake here, the 2001 MW =508

8.4 Arequipa event, broke the northwestern ⇠ 2/3rds of the 1604-1784-1868 rupture area,509

similar to the 1687 earthquake.510

The southern 1/3rd of this rupture area, along with the extent of the subsequent511

1877 earthquake that spanned the Chile-Peru border to the Mejillones Peninsula (19�-512

23�S) are consistent with a segmented region of strong (�0.8) interseismic coupling (Fig-513

ure 17), which features alternating shallow and deep sub-clusters. O↵shore northernmost514

Chile region, the last great earthquake was the 2014 MW = 8.1 Pisagua event, which515

was substantially smaller than the penultimate 1877 earthquake, leaving extant seismic516

hazard in this region (Hayes et al., 2014; Loveless et al., 2016). The latitudinal termi-517

nation of the southernmost segment of this � 0.8 coupling region is consistent with the518

southern extent of the 1995 MW = 8.0 Antofagasta earthquake. Farther south, a dis-519

tinct � 0.8 coupling patch from 26–28�S is consistent with a MW ⇠ 8.4 earthquake,520
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similar to the size of the 1922 earthquake in this region. The next patch of strong cou-521

pling to the south (MW = 8.4, 30–34�S), is spatially correlated with a sequence of earth-522

quakes in the past 80 years: the 1943 MW = 8.3, 1985 MW = 7.8, and 2015 MW =523

8.3 Illapel earthquakes. The � 0.8 coupling patch from 35–45�S is segmented, with the524

northern portion featuring deeper coupling and consistent in along-strike extent with the525

2010 MW = 8.8 Maule earthquake; the � 0.9 coupling in this region more directly mim-526

ics the Maule event. The southern stretch of this zone of strong coupling spans the rup-527

ture area of the great 1960 MW = 9.5 Valdivia earthquake but is smaller in estimated528

magnitude, with the distinct � 0.9 coupling region corresponding to a MW = 8.7 event529

(with recurrence of 132 years), owing in part to the shallow restriction of estimated cou-530

pling.531

In general, the great earthquake history of the Central to Southern Andean mar-532

gin since the late 19th century is consistent with the areas of strong (� 0.8) coupling533

estimated by the GBM. Some of the larger patches of strong coupling show a technically534

contiguous but segmented geometry, and some of the sub-clusters are more consistent535

with historical rupture lengths. In general, the roughly century-long recurrence inter-536

val of great (MW � 8.0) earthquakes (Kelleher, 1972) is consistent with the repeat times537

estimated in the GBM, which span about 60 years for a MW = 8.0 event to 200 years538

for a MW = 9.0 earthquake. In the Northern Andean subduction zone, variable rup-539

ture behavior of smaller asperties rupturing individually, preceded by a contiguous rup-540

ture of those same asperities, could be considered consistent with the regions of estimated541

strong (� 0.8) and moderate (� 0.3) coupling, respectively.542

3.11 Sumatra543

The GBM represents subduction of the Indo-Australian Plate beneath Indonesia544

with a single fault interface spanning Sumatra to New Guinea (Figure S9). At the east-545

ern extent of this model fault, estimated slip deficit rates exceed long-term convergence546

rates, which we interpret as a model artifact owing to low station density on the over-547

lying islands and complexity of the local plate boundary zone. Because of this, and be-548

cause the historical to paleoseismic earthquake record is better constrained on the Sumatra-549

Andaman (western) section of this subduction zone (Philibosian & Meltzner, 2020), we550

focus on this region in our comparison of spatial patterns of coupling and earthquakes551

(Figure 18).552
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Across coupling ratios 0.1�0.7, GBM coupling estimates suggest a single, MW >553

9.5 potential rupture area on the northern extent of the subduction zone from about 9�N–554

6�S, with recurrence intervals of 475–737 years (Figure 18). At higher coupling ratios555

(� 0.8), this rupture area is segmented into two, with a boundary around the location556

of the Batu Islands and Siburat (⇠ 1 � 2�S). This local minimum in coupling is con-557

sistent with what Philibosian and Meltzner (2020) deem a persistent barrier to earth-558

quake rupture, suggested by a paucity of estimated historical rupture lengths that have559

crossed this region. The northern cluster in these rupture scenarios spans what Philibosian560

and Meltzner (2020) call the Andaman-Aceh and Nias segments of the subduction zone,561

although the former extends farther north than the modeled fault surface. The poten-562

tial earthquake along this has a magnitude of MW � 9.1 (larger than the 2005 MW =563

8.6 Nias earthquake but smaller than the 2004 MW = 9.4 Sumatra-Andaman earth-564

quake) and a recurrence interval of 283–324 years. The southern cluster of the high-coupling565

scenarios is similar in extent to the Mentawai segment of Philibosian and Meltzner (2020),566

though we suggest a single large (MW = 8.9 � 9.1) earthquake in this region, as op-567

posed to the complicated rupture history documented in the geologic record. Past earth-568

quakes with varying along-strike extent seem to combine to rupture the entire segment569

every 100–200 years (Philibosian & Meltzner, 2020), broadly consistent with proposed570

recurrence intervals of 187–234 years for the single event across this cluster. Overall, the571

high coupling (�0.8) rupture scenarios are most consistent with the past earthquake record,572

but the paleoseismic documentation of smaller magnitude earthquakes indicates that the573

true rupture history is more complicated than may be resolvable given the current geode-574

tic data distribution.575

South and east of the island of Sumatra, GBM coupling estimates indicate gener-576

ally low coupling, with a single MW � 9.0 potential earthquake source that coincides577

roughly with the length of Java at coupling ratios  0.2 (Figure S9). At coupling ra-578

tios of � 0.3, this area becomes segmented, with � 4 potential rupture areas of 7.5 579

MW  8.5. No portion of this stretch of the subduction zone that has a coupling ra-580

tio � 0.6, and only two isolated patches where coupling is estimated to exceed 0.5, each581

corresponding to a MW ⇠ 7.5 earthquake. The eastern of these sources, located along582

the trench o↵shore the boundary between eastern Java and Bali, is spatially coincident583

with the 1994 MW = 7.6 Java tsunami earthquake, estimated to occur at a shallow depth584

along the interface (Abercrombie et al., 2001).585
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4 Discussion586

4.1 Summary of rupture patterns587

Using the geodetically constrained GBM estimates of spatially variable slip deficit588

distributions and coupling on global subduction zones, we have proposed potential rup-589

ture areas of recent to pending earthquakes. The putative rupture areas are based on590

increments of coupling, and the number, magnitude, and recurrence intervals of these591

earthquakes show some complication in their relationship to the coupling increments. In592

general, as the coupling increment increases, the fractional area of the fault exceeding593

that increment decreases, and therefore the moment magnitude of the corresponding pro-594

posed earthquake decreases. For regions featuring a single, contiguous cluster across most595

to all coupling increments (Alaska (Figure 5), Himalayas (Figure 9), Sagami (Figure 12),596

Kamchatka (Figure 13)), as the coupling fraction increases, the projected earthquake de-597

creases monotonically in magnitude and recurrence interval.598

However, in other regions that show greater variation in the spatial pattern of cou-599

pling, the relationship between earthquakes and coupling increment is less straightfor-600

ward. In some cases, a single cluster at a low coupling increment becomes multiple smaller601

clusters at a higher increment, each of which corresponds to a lower magnitude earth-602

quake. At progressively higher coupling increments, elements fall below the threshold603

and therefore are not considered part of a potential rupture area. For example, at the604

lowest coupling threshold, the Hikurangi subduction zone (Figure 15a), we find a sin-605

gle MW = 9.0 rupture area. At a coupling fraction of 0.2, the shallow region north of606

40�S is fragmented into two distinct patches corresponding to MW = 6.5 and MW =607

7.7 events. These elements fall below the next coupling increment (0.3), but the deep608

part of the interface around 40�S becomes disconnected from the more strongly coupled609

patch south of 40�S, and so two rupture areas are suggested: a deep MW = 7.6 and the610

larger MW = 8.7 that is a feature of all coupling increments along this subduction zone.611

Globally, we find a peak number (12) of MW � 9.0 earthquakes at a coupling frac-612

tion of �0.1 (Figure 3), reflecting the large surface area of subduction zones that are at613

least weakly coupled. The peak number (41) of MW � 6.5 earthquakes corresponds to614

the coupling fraction of �0.6 scenarios, with progressively fewer potential earthquakes615

at higher coupling values. That the greatest number of earthquakes occurs at this mod-616

erate coupling threshold is consistent with very large potential ruptures defined by low617
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coupling being fragmented into multiple clusters with increased coupling. The fact that618

more MW � 9.0 events are consistent with the �0.7 and �0.8 coupling scenarios (5 and619

6, respectively) than the �0.6 scenario (4) arises from the fragmentation of truly mas-620

sive potential rupture areas (MW � 9.7) in Sumatra and South America into multiple621

MW � 9.0 patches. Coupling fractions of �0.5 and �0.8 are consistent with the same622

number (6) of MW � 9.0 but di↵er in the total number of earthquakes (33 and 38, re-623

spectively). This suggests that some contiguous rupture areas in the � 0.5 scenario are624

fragmented into smaller, lower magnitude clusters in the � 0.8 scenario, but the total625

number of MW � 9.0 regions remains constant.626

On all subduction zones considered in the global model, we force the downdip ex-627

tent of the model geometry to have zero slip deficit, and therefore zero coupling, but we628

do not impose this constraint at the updip extent. In many subduction zones, the shal-629

low portion of the plate interface nearest the trench is far from land-based geodetic mon-630

uments, and therefore the ability of these data to resolve slip processes on the shallow631

interface is limited (e.g., Loveless & Meade, 2011). However, some seafloor geodetic ob-632

servations suggest that coupling extends to near the trench (Gagnon et al., 2005; Yokota633

et al., 2015). Additionally, simple mechanical models suggest that the shallowest por-634

tion of a fault may be e↵ectively forcibly coupled, at least partially, due to stresses im-635

posed by strong coupling downdip (Almeida et al., 2018). We find in the GBM results636

that all subduction zones feature coupling to the trench along at least part of their length,637

but there is substantial variation in the strength of shallow coupling. For example, the638

entire length of the Japan Trench subduction zone is coupled  0.5 along the updip edge,639

but only the Kuril segment (north of ⇠ 42�N) and isolated patches o↵shore Honshu are640

more strongly coupled (� 0.8). Some plate boundaries feature substantial lengths that641

are not coupled at any depth, including the northern Ryukyu, central Caribbean (Fig-642

ure 7), and central Peru (Figure 16) subduction zones. At all subduction zones, the largest643

potential earthquake we estimate includes elements along the updip edge of the mod-644

eled fault; the largest potential rupture area that we estimate anywhere that is discon-645

nected from the updip edge is a MW = 8.6 o↵shore central Chile (⇠ 32�S), correspond-646

ing to a coupling increment of 0.7 (Figure 17g).647

With the exception of the Aegean, Caribbean, and Sagami Trough regions, all sub-648

duction zones in the GBM accumulate slip deficit in a way that may be interpreted as649

consistent with a MW � 9.0 earthquake for areas of coupling fraction � 0.1. However,650
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it is worth noting that slip deficit rates in the Caribbean and Aegean are still consistent651

with very large, MW � 8.5 earthquakes. Using a coupling fraction of � 0.3, we add652

the Hikurangi and Kamchatka subduction zones to the list of those inconsistent with a653

MW � 9.0 earthquake. Examining strongly coupled regions (� 0.8), we estimate slip654

deficit patterns only on the Alaska, Himalaya, South America (Chile), and Sumatra sub-655

duction zones that are consistent with a MW � 9.0 event. At this same coupling in-656

crement, the Aegean, Aleutians, Cascadia, Caribbean, Japan, Nankai, Kamchatka, and657

Hikurangi have clusters capable of rupturing in MW � 8.0 events, while the Mexico/Central658

America and Sagami Trough subduction zones feature clusters of coupled elements cor-659

responding to at most a MW = 7.8 earthquake.660

4.2 Relationship with prior global earthquake forecasts661

The potential earthquake scenarios developed here may be considered in the con-662

text of prior global earthquake models. Estimated global seismicity rates constrained by663

past seismicity and contemporary strain rates (Bird et al., 2015) are not directly com-664

parable to the GBM scenarios described here. Based on the observation that large in-665

strumentally measured subduction zone earthquakes appear to occur along relatively flat666

sections of subduction zone interfaces (Bletery et al., 2016), a global slab geometry model667

(Hayes et al., 2018) has been used to develop geometrically constrained estimates of max-668

imum sized earthquakes (Plescia & Hayes, 2020). The central idea here is to search for669

areas of subduction zones with curvature variations comparable to those regions that have670

hosted historical earthquakes and then map these areas to potential earthquake sizes us-671

ing empirical scaling relationships. The curvature-based approach is distinct from the672

GBM estimates here in that it does not rely on the kinematics of present-day deforma-673

tion nor a representation of earthquake cycle physics. Further, the curvature-based model674

includes an accounting of many possible larger but not great earthquakes that could oc-675

cur within a great earthquake rupture zone. Nonetheless, a cursory comparison shows676

similarity between the curvature-based and GBM estimates of maximum potential earth-677

quake size (Table 1). The most notable di↵erence is on the Caribbean subduction zone678

where the curvature-based estimate yields a maximum predicted rupture size of MW =679

9.3 whereas the GBM estimate is a much lower MW = 8.7. The reason for this is that680

the GBM estimates of coupling show a gap in coupling near the northern Antilles, which681

e↵ectively segments the north-south and east-west trending parts of the subduction zone682
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interface. In other words, this geometrically smooth subduction zone has a kinematic683

gap in coupling where the plate interface appears to be actively creeping. However, low684

station density in this area may a↵ect the coupling estimates in this region. In contrast,685

the GBM maximum potential estimate is higher than the curvature-based for the Cen-686

tral America subduction zone due to the fact that kinematic coupling estimates are spa-687

tially contiguous even across regions of geometric complexity. As was pointed out by Plescia688

and Hayes (2020), uncertainties in the mapping of surface area to magnitude limit ac-689

curate assessments of the largest potential magnitudes.690

4.3 Temporal complexity in interseimic slip processes691

In estimating potential earthquake magnitudes, this study assumes that all of the692

accumulated strain is released seismically. However, diverse observations across many693

subduction zones show that some accumulated strain is released by aseismic processes694

(e.g., slow slip and postseismic afterslip). For example, in the Guerrero seismic gap along695

the Mexico subduction zone, slow slip events (SSEs) are thought to release 75–100% of696

the accumulated strain (e.g., Radiguet et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2015). With a small697

remaining slip deficit, large earthquakes will have much longer recurrence intervals com-698

pared to other regions along strike. It is possible that in some places, if all of the accu-699

mulated strain is released by SSEs, no large earthquake will occur. Some studies of post-700

seismic afterslip (e.g., Graham et al., 2014; Shrivastava et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2018)701

and slow slip (e.g., Wallace et al., 2014) suggest that these aseismic processes can also702

occur in regions that exhibit stick-slip behavior. The key question is: In these regions703

of conditional stability, how much strain has accumulated at the time a large earthquake704

initiates? Over several seismic cycles, the answer may be too little strain and the region705

becomes a barrier to slip propagation. But in a subsequent seismic cycle for a large earth-706

quake, the aseismic slip region may be at the end of its own strain release cycle. In this707

case, conditionally stable fault patches could rupture with the large earthquake and cre-708

ate a great earthquake.709

It is also important to consider that we present only a static snapshot of potential710

earthquakes. However, several studies show temporal changes in subduction zone cou-711

pling (e.g., Nishimura et al., 2004; Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Loveless et al., 2016), which712

would lead to potentially di↵erent rupture scenarios. We present rupture scenarios as-713

suming that the entire region at or above a certain coupling ratio (0.1 to 0.9) were to714
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rupture in a single event. The GPS velocities used to constrain the GBM are interpreted715

as a quasi-static measure of an underlying quantity (surface motion) that may vary through-716

out the decadal scale observation epoch. Specifically, the GPS velocities were derived717

by estimating a linear trend for each position time series, often isolating a time period718

over which the linear fit is an adequate representation of motion. However, there are es-719

timates of time-dependent changes (e.g., Bedford et al., 2020) and persistent decadal-720

scale unsteady motion in Japan (Heki & Mitsui, 2013; Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Nishimura721

et al., 2004). These facts challenge attempts to argue that GPS observations from to-722

day may be considered secular with the exception of short term co- and post-seismic ex-723

cursions. Further, implicit in elastic block models is the assumption that the GPS ve-724

locities can be interpreted exclusively in terms of plate motions and a first-order approx-725

imation of earthquake cycle processes that is invariant in time. The use of this approach726

means that any surface deformation associated with time-variable earthquake cycle de-727

formation may be mapped to an artificial interseismic coupling distribution.728

4.4 GBM earthquake scenarios in the context of rupture dynamics729

Within the context of the kimematic earthquake cycle in the GBM we consider how730

coupling distributions may be compared with large seismic events generated by dynamic731

rupture simulations, which focus on more accurate representations of earthquake physics732

at smaller spatial scales. An argument for the spatial correlation between coseismic rup-733

ture and regions pre-seismically coupled as weakly as 30% (Loveless & Meade, 2011) can734

be derived from a consideration of the dynamic overshoot mechanism devised following735

the 2011 Japan earthquake (Kozdon & Dunham, 2013). This work showed how inertial736

e↵ects and frictional sliding laws can allow a rupture to propagate into weakly coupled737

regions. For the case of the Japan earthquake, this concept was used to explain how the738

Tohoku-oki earthquake might have ruptured the shallowest part of the Japan subduc-739

tion zone to cause the high-magnitude near-surface slip that contributed to the gener-740

ation of the earthquake-induced tsunami. While this mechanism can explain the up-dip741

propagation of slip in regions of little pre-earthquake coupling, the actual extent of pre-742

earthquake coupling in this region is unclear due to the low resolving power of on-shore743

geodetic observations (Loveless & Meade, 2011). In fact, at one location along the Nazca744

subduction zone where trench-proximal interseismic seafloor geodetic observations do ex-745

ist, strong interseismic near-surface has been coupling inferred (Gagnon et al., 2005). Thus,746
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while our knowledge of pre-earthquake coupling along the shallowest part of subduction747

zones is poor, the consideration of this possible mismatch between regions of strong pre-748

seismic coupling and regions of coseismic rupture has prompted the development of con-749

cepts that may be more broadly applicable to how earthquakes propagate across regions750

of the lower interseismic coupling and potentially link together regions of greater inter-751

seismic coupling.752

The question of how frequently and consistently ruptures might propagate across753

regions of low coupling is, unfortunately, quite complex. A subduction zone earthquake754

cycle simulation that included two large regions of velocity weakening material laterally755

separated by a narrower region of velocity strengthening material revealed expected pat-756

terns of strong coupling and weak coupling in the velocity strengthening and velocity weak-757

ening regions, respectively (Kaneko et al., 2010). However, over multiple seismic cycles,758

coseismic ruptures sometimes stayed localized on a single velocity weakening patch and759

sometimes were able to propagate across the intervening velocity strengthening patch.760

This diversity of behaviors and the dependence on past earthquake histories observed761

for the case of a planar fault with simple variations in material properties highlights the762

challenge of developing generalized heuristics for evaluating whether or not a particu-763

lar low coupling region might fail in a proximal earthquake. Over the past century, global764

great earthquakes have shown variation in their spatial correspondence with the mod-765

ern coupling distribution, including the aforementioned occurrence of the Tohoku-oki earth-766

quake in a region coupled � 0.3, the Maule earthquake in a � 0.8 coupling region, and767

time-variable behavior o↵shore Colombia where a MW = 8.9 event occurred in a region768

coupled < 0.4, but just a few decades later, a pair of MW = 8.3 and MW = 7.8 earth-769

quakes happened in roughly the same area, with their own rupture areas more consis-770

tent with higher (� 0.6) coupling thresholds. It is for this reason that we have limited771

our analysis to the case of calculating potential earthquake sizes associated with the ge-772

ometric limits defined at a particular coupling interval rather than speculating about the773

possibility that composite ruptures emerge from the dynamic connections between strongly774

coupled patches.775

4.5 Strike-slip coupling776

A fundamental assumption in the GBM coupling estimates is that subduction zones777

may accommodate both dip- and strike-slip motion. Formally, we estimate slip deficit778
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rates on subduction interfaces in directions parallel to both the strike and dip of the tri-779

angular dislocation elements used to represent the faults. As the intensity of coupling780

varies in space, so too must the rake of slip deficit. Di↵erential plate motions at major781

plate boundaries suggest that ⇠ 40% of plate motion may be oblique to the strike of782

the plate boundary (Sella et al., 2002; McCa↵rey, 1996). Subduction zone coupling dis-783

tributions in the GBM indicate strike-slip interseismic coupling with rates ranging up784

to 40+ mm/yr on the Nazca subduction zone o↵ the coast of Peru. These estimates are785

broadly consistent with the observation that di↵erential plate motions at subduction zones786

are not perfectly convergent (e.g., DeMets et al., 1990; Sella et al., 2002). This prompts787

a revisiting of the kinematic question of how this oblique motion may be accommodated788

in the context of limited evidence for strike-slip components of subduction zone earth-789

quakes (McCa↵rey, 1992).790

One hypothesis is that a significant fraction of the oblique plate motion may be ac-791

commodated by structures near but not on the subduction zone. Two kinematic mech-792

anisms for this are strike slip faults in the hanging wall (e.g., Fitch, 1972; Beck Jr, 1983)793

and the occurrence of strike-slip dominated earthquakes within the oceanic plate sea-794

ward of the subduction trench (Ishii et al., 2013). The strike-slip dominated Sumatra795

fault in the hanging wall of the greater Indonesian subduction zone has been argued to796

accommodate most of the oblique plate motion (e.g., Fitch, 1972). In southeast Asia the797

Sumatra fault accommodates strike slip at 8–15 mm/yr (Bradley et al., 2017; Nataw-798

idjaja et al., 2017) and there is ⇠ 10 mm/yr of strike-parallel slip deficit at the subduc-799

tion zone. However, it is not the case that these forearc slivers generally slip fast enough800

to accommodate all of the oblique plate motion. For example, in southern Japan the Me-801

dian Tectonic Line is oriented parallel to the Nankai trench accommodates on ⇠ 7 mm/yr802

of the compared with ⇠ 30 mm/yr on the underlying subduction zone (Loveless & Meade,803

2010).804

5 Conclusions805

The future of large seismic events is uncertain and di�cult to estimate from past806

seismicity due to the infrequency of events and the relative short duration of the histor-807

ical record. In place of a statistical model for large earthquake occurrence, we developed808

a suite of subduction zone rupture scenarios based on a kinematic block model constrained809

by contemporary geodetic measurements. This class of model integrates the e↵ects of810
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both plate motions and an idealized representation of physics-informed kinematics of in-811

terseismic earthquake cycle processes. Centrally, developing potential rupture models812

that include decadal-scale slip deficit rates allows us to estimate earthquake recurrence813

intervals in addition to locations and magnitudes. While some of the potential earthquake814

locations and magnitudes may be compared with recent large earthquakes (Tohoku-oki,815

Maule), a more general challenge associated with all models of future great seismicity,816

including the global block model used here, is the direct testing against future earthquake817

activity, fundamentally because of the 100+ year long inter-event time of associated large818

earthquakes in any given location. Given the challenge of short-term assessment of large819

earthquake forecasts, we suggest model validation and development may expand towards820

block models models that can explain the diversity of time-dependent coupling across821

the entire earthquake cycle.822
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Subduction zone (Plescia & Hayes, 2020) Mflat GBM MWmax

Kamchatka 9.5+ 9.0

Sumatra 9.5+ 9.7

Central America 9.3 9.6

Alaska + Aleutians 9.5+ 9.3

South America 9.5+ 10.0

Cascadia 9.2 9.3

Caribbean 9.3 8.7

Table 1. A comparison of the maximum earthquake sizes inferred from contiguous potential

rupture areas from PH2020 and the global block model. Only regions common to both studies

are represented. The maximum (Plescia & Hayes, 2020) magnitude was reported as 9.5+ and

referred to as Mflat. The maximum size potential earthquake estimates from both the curvature

analysis model and the kinematic coupling models are similar for most subduction zones with the

exception of the Caribbean and Central America.
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Figure 1. Slip deficit rates (upper panel) and percentage coupling rates for the partially cou-

pled regions in the global block model. The red regions in the upper panel indicate parts of the

fault interface where there is partial coupling in the sense that the slip deficit rates are less than

the di↵erential plate motion. In contrast blue regions represent slow coseismic sense slip that

exceeds the di↵erential plate rates. The red areas in the lower panel are again the lower region

are again areas of slip deficit shown as a percentage of the di↵erential plate motion.
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Figure 2. A global subduction zone potential earthquake scenario for the coupling coe�cient

0.5 case. The horizontal axis indicates the potential event recurrence interval and the vertical

axis indicates the scenarios for individual subduction zones. This scenario features 33 MW � 7.0

events including 6 MW � 9.0 events. Scenario events MW � 9.0 are indicated with a “+” symbol

in the middle of the circle.
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earthquakes, Neq (MW > 9), for global block model scenarios from coupling fractions 0.1–0.9,

which label each gray point.
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Figure 4. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Aegean subduction zone (Hellenic Trench). Each figure panel label indicates a coupling frac-

tion (defined as the ratio of slip deficit rate to relative plate convergence rate, where 0 is freely

slipping and 1 is fully coupled), and the number in parentheses gives the number of potential

earthquakes defined by clusters of elements coupled at or above this increment. These element

clusters are colored based on the potential moment magnitude, defined from an empirical scaling

between area and moment magnitude (Allen & Hayes, 2017). Each cluster is labeled with its

moment magnitude and, in parentheses, recurrence interval, which we determine based on the

estimated slip deficit rate. Grayscale lines near the trench indicate approximate rupture length

of some recent to historical great earthquakes. Abbreviations of place names, in italics, in (a) are

Pe: Peleponnese (Peninsula); Cr: Crete; Do: Dodecanese (Islands).
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Figure 5. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on the

Alaska subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on the

Aleutian Trench, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on the

Caribbean subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4. Abbrevia-

tions of place names in (a) are Hi: Hispaniola; PR: Puerto Rico; LA: Lesser Antilles.
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Figure 8. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on the

Cascadia subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4. Abbrevia-

tions of place name in (a) is OP: Olympic Peninsula.
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Figure 9. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on the

Himalayan Range Front, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4. Black lines on

land are national boundaries, and abbreviation of country name in (a) is Bh: Bhutan.
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Figure 10. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Japan Trench, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 11. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Nankai Trough, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 12. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Sagami Trough, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 13. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Kamchatka subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 14. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Mexico-Central America subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in

Figure 4. Black lines on land are national boundaries, and abbreviations of country names in

(a) are Mx: Mexico; Gu: Guatemala; Ho: Honduras; ES: El Salvador; Ni: Nicaragua; CR: Costa

Rica; Pa: Panama. Dashed lines o↵shore show oceanic plate boundaries mentioned in the text,

with abbreviations in (a) of RP: Riviera Plate; CP: Cocos Plate; NP: Nazca Plate.
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Figure 15. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Hikurangi subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 16. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the North Andean subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4.

The southernmost, massive earthquake in panels a–e (MW � 9.8) continues to the south, as seen

in Figure 17. Black lines on land are national boundaries, and abbreviations of country names in

(a) are Co: Colombia; Ec: Ecuador; Pe: Peru.
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Figure 17. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Central Andean (Chilean) subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated

in Figure 4. The northernmost, massive earthquake in panels a–e (MW � 9.8) continues to the

north, as seen in Figure 16.
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Figure 18. Proposed earthquake rupture areas based on estimated interseismic coupling on

the Sumatra subduction zone, with symbology and annotations as indicated in Figure 4. Abbre-

viations of place name in (a) is BS: Batu Islands/Siberut. The easternmost earthquakes in panels

a–d continue to the east; see Figure S9 for full Sumatra-Java subduction zone.
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